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Introduction

The project was performed in the frame of program “Cooperation between Russia and

Norway” – project “Safe loading and transport of hydrocarbons from the Barents Sea.”

The aim of this work was to study influences of properties of under ice currents on process

of fast ice formation. Among performed tasks that were planed for preparation of master thesis

work are: set of field works carried out to evaluate turbulent heat fluxes and viscous friction

coefficients on interface ice-water; evaluation of brine freezing effect influence on heat balance

under ice growing; numerical model of ice formation, that takes into account both as turbulent

heat flux as effect of brine freezing, was constructed and adapted by software Comsol 3.3. The

main part of field work was carried during 2008 field season in Van Mjien Fiord on Svalbard.

During field cruise in Barents Sea some work was performed on ice ridge.



Results of experiment connected with evaluation of turbulent heat flux in fiord showed that

average heat flux over tidal cycle is small and about 1% of heat flux inside ice caused by

temperature gradient. Maximum values of heat flux are observed up to 5 W/m^2. On phase of

certain tidal current Reynolds’ stresses are from -0.2Pa to +0.2Pa. Values of viscous friction

coefficients were got the same order like in previous experiment and equaled 0.007 and 0.002 for

north and east component respectively in fiord experiment and 0.005 and 0.002 in Barents Sea

experiment. Influence of brine freezing effect on heat balance under new ice formation

calculated theoretically equal about 10%, which was confirmed by numerical experiment in

Comsol 3.3 software.

Field work

Van Mjienfjorden

In field work on ice two instruments were used: SBE 39 Temperature (Pressure Optional)

Recorder and 5 Mhz ADVOcean Probe Configuration with Optional Sensors. By using ADV

(Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter) velocities of under ice currents were measured and SBE 39 was

used to measure temperature and pressure. During work on ice two schemes of instrument

establishment were used: first for the measuring of heat fluxes and viscous friction coefficients

(Fig.1a); second for the measuring of coefficients only and the observation of tidal cycle course

(Fig.1b)

Fig.1 Schemes of experiments performing: the measuring of heat fluxes and viscous friction coefficients (a),

the measuring of coefficients and the observation of tidal cycle course (b)



Fig.2 Field work just like it is

Fig.3 Results of experiment performed 8-9 April: east, north and vertical components of velocity; east and

north components of Reynolds’s stresses; coefficients of viscous friction for east and north velocity

components; ratio of viscous friction coefficients; turbulent heat flux (along all horizontall axes time in hours

has been put from 21 o’clock 8 April 2008)



Ice ridge in the Barents Sea

For ridge morphology investigation by the common way the drilling of ridge is performed.

In the frame of this work photo observation of the ridge keel was carried out with measuring of

temperature along the depth. Observations were carried out inside the ice keel and at the edge of

ridge ice floe. Sequentially at the same place temperature measurement was performed first after

that external photo lens was submerged under water.

By data of temperature profile it is possible to see that during measuring in the ice keel the

sharp jump of temperature is observed at the depth 5 m, which does not presence in during the

experiment at the edge of the ice floe. This fact allows us to make a conclusion that up to 5 m

depth either the totally consolidated keel layer or the ice keel with little permeability for the sea

water exists. This is confirmed by photo observation inside the ice keel. It was possible to make

a photograph only when the visibility was good enough it was beginning from the 3-4 meters

depth. Some photographs made at the depth 3-4 meters inside ridge keel have been shown on

Fig.4.

Fig.4 Photographs performed by external under water photo lens inside the ridge keel (depth 3-4 m)



Modeling

The considered model of numerical calculations was realized in Comsol 3.3 software. This

software is program system of physical processes based on the finite element method. To start

the modeling it is necessary to specify a calculation zone, describe equations of physic processes

in this zone and put boundary conditions. To develop sea ice growing model the module of

Comsol 3.3 software considering heat transfer by the means of heat conductivity was used.

Results of modeling taking into account either brine freezing or turbulent heat flux have

been shown on the Fig.5

Fig.5 Result of ice growing process modeling experiment with taking into account either brine freezing or

turbulent heat flux ( )

At the given stage it has been got a model, which can be developed for real environment

data using modeling. It is a model, which can be developed further with including of snow cover,



sun and own radiation that will allow to apply it in the ice ridge consolidation problem and in

general will allow to make it more attractive for engineering application.

PhD project is going

As the continuation of master work a PhD project with working title “Dynamic and mechanical

properties of sea ice in the shallow regions of arctic shelf” has been started in October 2008. This

is going to be the more extended investigation of hydrology and ice dynamic in the Van

Mjienfjorden to obtain a conception about processes which take place in the areas of coal-mining

industry structures.


